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Theory of orbital moment collapse under pressure in FeI2
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FeI2 is an insulating antiferromagnet with an unusual magnetic structure at ambient pressure. Recently,
hyperfine field, electric field gradient, and other local quantities at the Fe site were measured over a wide range
of pressures indicating a collapse of the orbital magnetic moment below the insulator-to-metal transition. In the
present work we apply local density approximation~LDA ! and LDA1U approaches to calculate the electronic
structure and to investigate the Fe on-site quantities. We propose that the vanishing of the orbital moment is
connected to the change of orbital order as reflected in the symmetry of the occupied minority-spin orbital. We
find good agreement between the calculated and measured hyperfine fields and quadrupolar shifts, and make
predictions which can serve to validate the proposed mechanism of orbital moment collapse experimentally.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevB.68.115101 PACS number~s!: 71.28.1d, 75.50.Ee, 75.30.2m
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I. INTRODUCTION

The origin and character of magnetic moments and th
interactions in insulators, and the understanding of the res
ing behavior, remain a very active area of study becaus
discoveries of new and unexpected types of magnetic be
ior. For magnetic ordering, the dimension and the connec
ity of the magnetic lattice are exceedingly important, a
often small relative changes of exchange couplings swing
balance from one type of order to another or sometime
lack of order~spin liquid behavior!. For describing the origin
and characteristics of the local moment, which is compo
of both a spin and an orbital part and is dependent on
environment, recent developments in theoretical techniq
have proved to be important. We discuss some of them
low.

There are many different classes of magnetic insulat
and each presents its own specific behavior and accomp
ing theoretical questions. The layered transition-metal di
lides have been of interest for decades as good realization
model magnetic systems with important questions about
change coupling and field-induced metamagnetic transitio
FeCl2 and FeBr2 have been studied particularly closely f
these reasons. The magnetic behavior of the compound2
presents a conundrum. The iron dihalide structure type
simple, consisting of a hexagonal layered CdI2 structure
(P3̄m1 space group, No. 164 in the International Tabl!
characteristic of many transition-metal dihalides (NiI2 ,
FeCl2, etc.!. The hexagonal layer of Fe cations is san
wiched~I-Fe-I! by a similar~but displaced! layer of I above
and below, with Fe-I layer spacing such that the Fe ion
nearly perfectly octahedrally coordinated with six I anions
ambient pressure. The structure, in which the layers are
der Walls bonded, is shown in Fig. 1.

The magnetic arrangement is more complex than o
transition-metal halides, however, and is sensitive to p
sure. FeCl2 and FeBr2, for example, have a simple antife
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romagnetic ~AFM! ground state composed of FM laye
whose spin direction alternates from layer to layer. Applyi
a magnetic field results in a metamagnetic transition to
saturated FM phase. For FeI2, Gelard et al.1 reported an
AFM onset at 9.3 K. More interestingly, the spin alignme
within a layer is AFM, composed of alternating zigza
chains of aligned moments. In the layer above, this arran
ment has been shifted by one atom along the chain and
one atom perpendicular to the direction of the chains, and
net repeat distance is four layers. The spin direction is al
the hexagonal axis; in fact, a strong uniaxial anisotropy
efficient D526 K was established early on by Fujitaet al.2

Neutron scattering in the presence of an applied field
Wiedenmannet al.3,4 revealed unexpected behavior, in lig

FIG. 1. Crystal structure of FeI2, showing the hexagonal I-Fe-
sandwich layers. FeI6 octahedron is shown to indicate the orient
tion, which has one face perpendicular to the hexagonalc axis.
©2003 The American Physical Society01-1
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of the simpler behavior of other ferrous halides mention

above. For applied fields alongĉ up to 13 T, four other
phases occur, separated by first-order phase bounda
These phases include, besides the commensurate phas

scribed above, ferrimagnetic, noncollinear~triple kW type!,
and a disordered but correlated phase, before the satu
FM is reached. This complex phase diagram reflects the
currence of competing tendencies involving many excha
couplings, in spite of the fact that only short-range coupl
might have been anticipated. Wiedenmannet al. obtained a
set of three intraplanar and two interplanar exchange c
plings that could account for the phase diagram. Tanaka
Uryu5,6 have also considered what is necessary to accoun
the magnetic behavior of FeI2, obtaining a somewhat differ
ent picture and even considering three-spin and four-s
couplings.

Pasternak and co-workers7,8 have reported several chara
teristics of the evolution of FeI2 under pressure. At 20 GPa
after a volume decrease of;30% (Dc/c;20.2,Da/a;
20.1) a sluggish isostructural volume collapse to a hig
pressure~HP! phase begins. This transition results from
discontinuous change inc and is accompanied by metalliza
tion and loss of the Fe moment. However, around 17–
GPa an electronic transition to an intermediate pressure~IP!
phase is observable as a discontinuous change in the F
perfine fieldHh f and electric field gradient which does n
show up in the lattice parameters.7 For pressure in the 17–2
GPa range7 ~i.e., in the IP phase! the magnetic structure sim
plifies, with the Fe spins within a layer aligned, but altern
ing layers antialigned into a simple AFM structure. T
spins, however, lie at a 35° angle with respect to the hexa
nal a axis, andTN'260 K, 25 times higher than the ambie
pressure value. Pasternaket al.argue that the electronic tran
sition at 17 GPa signals the loss of the orbital magnetic m
ment on Fe while it remains an antiferromagnetic insula
the first such transition ever observed. The 20 GPa trans
~electronic 1 magnetic 1 structural 1 volume collapse!
marks a Mott or charge transfer transition.

FeI2 thus displays a set of characteristics that make
unique among magnetic insulators. The hexagonal layer
Fe might be expected to have an AFM tendency, but
triangular lattice frustrates simple nearest-neighbor AFM
der. Superexchange via the I anion is one candidate for
change coupling, but the I2 ion is less polarizable than th
more usual O22 ion and the Fe-I-Fe angle is near 90°, ma
ing the coupling small in magnitude and indeterminate
sign. Direct interatomic Fe-Fe exchange is another rout
exchange coupling. Both mechanisms are volume depend
and under pressure the Fe layer becomes FM~as occurs in
the other dihalides at ambient pressure!. Then, an electronic
insulator - metal transition occurs with 5% volume collap
and loss of magnetism, in a material which is a wide-g
insulator at ambient pressure.

Recently Youn, Sahu, and Kim have reported electro
structure studies9 of FeBr2, concentrating on the magnet
moment of the Fe ion and changes due to correlation effe
They found that correlation corrections~discussed below!
were necessary to obtain an insulating state and that w
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such corrections were included there was relatively little h
bridization between the Fe 3d states and the Br 4p valence
states.

To date there has been no attempt to understand the
tronic structure, magnetic coupling, and the volume colla
transition in FeI2 from electronic structure calculations. I
this paper we use accurate full-potential band structure m
ods to obtain the electronic and magnetic structures predi
by density functional theory, within both the local densi
approximation~LDA ! and its extension for systems that co
tain atoms where the on-site Coulomb repulsion is parti
larly important~LDA1U!.

II. METHOD OF CALCULATION

Full-potential linearized augmented-plane-wav
~FLAPW’s! as implemented inWIEN2k code~Ref. 10! and its
LDA1U ~Ref. 11! extension were used. Thes, p, and d
states were treated using the APW1lo scheme,12 while the
standard LAPW expansion was used for higherl ’s. Local
orbitals were added to describe Fe 3p and I 4d and 5s states.
The basis size was determined by the criterionRmtKmax
58.0, atomic sphere radii being 2.3a0 for Fe and 2.45a0 for
I. Spin-orbit coupling as well as the additional LDA1U po-
tential were included self-consistently in the second va
tional step.13 The cutoff energy for the second variation w
set approximately 2.3 Ry above the edge of the valence b
The Brillouin zone was sampled with regular mesh conta
ing 50 irreduciblek points. The convergence of the quantiti
of interest with respect to the number ofk points as well as to
the basis size was checked. The LDA functional of Perd
and Wang14 and the LDA1U with the double-counting term
of Anisimov et al.15 were used. If not stated otherwise, th
magnetization was constrained to thec-axis direction.

III. RESULTS OF CALCULATIONS

A. LDA electronic structure

It is of interest to understand first the electronic structu
of FeI2 before the Fe ion is allowed to become magnetic
strong correlation effects are included. Thed6 configuration
of Fe21 and the nearly octahedral symmetry of the loc
environment suggest that the 3d states will be split by a
substantial crystal fieldDc f ; nevertheless, all majority state
are occupied, leaving only one of the minorityt2g states to
be occupied. Thus the exchange splittingDex.Dc f . The
LDA result ~see Fig. 2! is that each of thet2g andeg band-
widths is 0.6 eV, and the crystal field splitting of the ce
troids of these bands is about 0.6 eV. A small gap
;60 meV results, separating these two band complexes
of these states lie within a 4-eV energy gap, with the me
3d energy lying about 1.2 eV above the valence band ma
mum.

Allowing FM order, FeI2 becomes half-metallic with the
d5↑, d1↓ configuration of the Fed shell, lowering the total
energy by;1.2 eV per formula unit. The half-metallicity
guarantees the spin moment per unit cell to be integ
(4mB). Almost 90% of the spin moment resides on the
site (3.5mB within the Fe sphere! and the rest is distributed
1-2
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on the I sites. Hence there is significant magnetic polar
tion of the I21 ions. Spin-orbit coupling induces an orbit
moment of 0.19mB on Fe and 0.01mB on I. Since the
majority-spind band is completely filled, it is the symmetr
of the occupied minority-spind orbital which governs the
on-site physical properties, such as orbital moment, hyp
fine field, or electric field gradient. Below, mechanisms u
derlying splitting of thed band are investigated in order t
understand this symmetry.

Nearly octahedral coordination with the neighboring
dines makeseg-t2g splitting a dominant feature of thed
band, as shown in Fig. 3. While the electrostatic crystal fi
results in t2g states lying below theeg’s, reversal of this
order for the majority spin suggests the Ip–Fed hybridiza-
tion to be the origin of the splitting. Sizable bumps of theeg

FIG. 2. Total densities of states as obtained with the LD
exchange-correlation functional for different magnetic states: p
magnetic~upper panel!, ferromagnetic~middle panel!, and antifer-
romagnetic~bottom panel! in the c direction.
11510
-
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density of states~DOS! within thep manifold visible in both
spin channels point top-eg hybridization, while no such fea
ture is observed for thet2g DOS, thus exhibiting negligible
p-t2g hybridization. Consequently theeg states are shifted
upwards or downwards depending on whether they lie ab
or below the Ip states, while the position oft2g bands is
independent of their position relative to the Ip states.

Another interesting question is the origin of thet2g split-
ting into anag singlet andeg8 doublet. There are two candi
dates:~i! deviation of the nearest-neighbor octahedron fro
the regular one characterized by the separation of Fe a
layers and~ii ! the effect of the farther environment, whic
lacks the octahedral symmetry, supposedly dominated by
bridization within the Fe layer. Both these mechanisms br
local symmetry of the Fe site in the same way. In order
identify the leading mechanism calculations for differe
Fe-I layers separation where performed. Finding only m
ginal changes of theag-eg8 splitting pattern, we conclude tha
the in-plane hybridization is the origin of the splitting.

Finally, we performed calculations for two artificial ant
ferromagnetic structures corresponding to simplest poss
in-plane and out-of-plane arrangements. In both cases
found the density of states deviating from the ferromagne
one only marginally. The electric field gradients and ma
netic moments were also consistent with the ferromagn
ones, indicating a weak influence of the magnetic order
the on-site properties.

a-

FIG. 3. Spin-resolved density of states for the LDA ferroma
netic solution at low pressure. The shaded areas denote Fed pro-
jected densities witheg ~solid line! and t2g ~dotted line! symmetry.
1-3
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B. LDA¿U ferromagnetic electronic structure

To account for the strong on-site Coulomb repulsion t
splits occupied and unoccupied states, we have applied
LDA1U method withU55.44 eV andJ50.95 eV. These
values are representative of those used for the Fe catio
other magnetic insulators~see, e.g., Ref. 16!. The main effect
is to split one occupied orbital out of the minorityt2g mani-
fold leading to an insulating ground state. The studied qu
tities should not be very sensitive to the particular values
U andJ, mostly because thet2g states hybridize only weakly
with the valence Ip states. With respect to the chose
double-counting scheme15 we point out that the studied sys
tem falls well into the fully localized limit as is demonstrate
by its strong insulating character and the orbital occupa
numbers shown below.

The main objective of the LDA1U calculations was to
understand the on-site properties~magnetic moments, elec
tric field gradient, and hyperfine field! observed in the insu
lating phase at low and intermediate pressures. In orde
facilitate a detailed study we confined ourselves to the fe
magnetic structure assuming that it provides on-site qua
ties relevant for the experimentally observed antiferrom
netic structure. We used two different sets of experimen
lattice parameters:a53.9514 Å,c56.2486 Å correspond-
ing to 2.7 GPa anda53.5989 Å,c55.7200 Å correspond-
ing to 19.4 GPa in the low-pressure~LP! phase of Ref. 8.
Additional calculation was performed for the structure d
noted as 19.4 GPa IP in Ref. 8, yielding similar values of
studied quantities as the 19.4 GPa LP structure.

C. LDA¿U at ambient pressure

The primary effect of applying the LDA1U method is to
separate the occupied and unoccupied states with a gap o
order of U and to favor integral occupation of the orbita
~see Fig. 4!. Since the character and orientation of the oc
pied minority-spind orbital is crucial for the on-site quanti
ties, we performed a search for self-consistent solutions s
ing from different occupation matrices. It turned out that
occupiedeg state does not lead to a self-consistent soluti
due to the strongp-eg hybridization, which prevents theeg
state from lying near the I 5p energy. This is in agreemen
with an LDA calculation yielding thet2g symmetry of the
occupied state. Starting from at2g→ag1eg8 symmetry of the
occupied orbital we obtained three different self-consist
solutions. The orbital occupation numbers, obtained by
agonalization of the occupation matrix, are much the sam
all of them, amounting to 0.15 electron in each of the twoeg
states and 0.92 in one of thet2g-derived states, the remainin
two t2g’s being unoccupied. The small but non-negligibleeg
occupation is enforced by the substantialpds hybridization
and may have important physical effects. The partial oc
pation of theeg states results from mixing with the occupie
I p states.

The three solutions can be characterized as follows.
~A! Two solutions consist of one electron occupying t

eg8 orbitals. Taking the hexagonalc axis for the quantization
axis, they can be characterized as real combinations ofY2,2
and Y2,21 ~solution 1, which we call Hund’s rule! or Y2,22
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andY2,1 ~solution 2, referred to as anti-Hund’s rule! spherical
harmonics. Approximately they are the time inversion im
ages of each other with only spin-orbit coupling distinguis
ing them. In agreement with the third Hund’s rule, solution
which yields the orbital moment of 0.72mB ~parallel to spin
moment!, has lower energy than solution 2 with orbital m
ment of20.48mB ~antiparallel to spin moment!.

~B! The third solution has an occupiedag orbital; i.e., the
state has pureY2,0 character. A nearly vanishing orbital mo
ment of 0.04mB originates from slight orbital polarization o
the partially occupiedeg orbitals.

Since solutions 1 and 2 are distinguished only by the sp
orbit coupling, while the charge and spin distributions a
almost the same, it is evident that solution 1 is energetic
more favorable at any pressure. Further on we consider
marily solution 1 and refer to it aseg8 . On the other hand
solution 3, referred to asag further on, has a very differen
charge and spin distribution~see Fig. 5!. Therefore a change
of the structure induced by pressure can lead to reversin
the energies in favor ofag solution, resulting in collapse o
the orbital moment. This is what we refer to as a change
orbital order~strictly speaking orbital order with propagatio
vector q50). The Fed projected densities of states corr
sponding toag and eg8 solutions are shown in Fig. 6. Th
occupied orbital exhibits almost pureag or eg8 character. Mi-
nor occupation ofeg orbitals arises from Fe-I hybridization

All of these three solutions retain the symmetry of t
lattice for the charge density and potential. To investigate
possibility of spontaneous symmetry breaking, several ca

FIG. 4. The same as Fig. 3, except obtained with the LDA1U
method.
1-4
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lations starting from occupation matrices with lower symm
try were performed. However, self-consistency led to one
the above solutions in all cases. We also performed
LDA1U calculation for the simplest possible in-plane an
ferromagnetic order. We obtained antiferromagnetic so
tions with all three above-mentioned symmetries yielding
magnetic moments and electric field gradients within 2%
their ferromagnetic counterparts.

D. LDA¿U total energies

The total energies ofag andeg8 solutions at 2.7 GPa an
19.4 GPa are shown in Table I. The LDA1U total energy
favors theeg8 solution at both pressures, not even indicatin
tendency to any transition. However, we argue that this re
need not be conclusive.

Experimentally observed collapse of the orbital mom
is accompanied by a change of the magnetic structure,
sisting in rotation of the magnetization into the ferroma
netic Fe plane while retaining the antiferromagnetic order
across the planes. Such a transformation is facilitated b
drop of magnetocrystalline anisotropy connected to a van
ing of the orbital moment. The contribution of this process
the total energy is not included in our simplified picture.

However, the energy difference between the two soluti
(;65 meV) is by far too large to be explained by a chan
of the magnetic structure. We have realized, however, tha
incompletely compensated self-interaction in the LDA p
of the energy functional results in an error which is of t
same order of magnitude. To obtain an estimate of the e
we evaluate the Coulomb self-interaction energy in the
cupied orbital for the both solutions. For this purpose we
the formula

ESI~s!5
1

2 (
m1 ,m2
m3 ,m4

^m1 ,m3uVeeum2 ,m4&nm1m2
~s!nm3m4

~s!,

~1!

FIG. 5. Angular part of charge distributionuc(u,f)u2 of the ag

~left! and eg8 ~right! orbital. The vertical axis coincides with th
hexagonalc axis.
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where nmm8(s) is the occupation matrix corresponding
orbital s and for the matrix element of the Coulomb inte
action we use theU-J parametrization. The self-energy di
ference for the two orbitals,ESI(ag)2ESI(eg8)5(3.108
22.985) eV5123 meV, arises from the nonspherical term
in Eq. ~1!. The self-interaction energy is larger for theag

orbital ~see Fig. 5!. Thus any correction should lower th
energy of theag solution more than that ofeg8 . These argu-
ments show that the possibility of the pressure-induced tr
sition betweeneg8 and ag states cannot be ruled out on th
basis of LDA1U total energies.

FIG. 6. Detail of the Fed minority-spin densities of states ob
tained with the LDA1U method for theeg8 ~upper panel! and ag

~lower panel! solutions. Different symmetries of the states are d
noted as follows:eg8 , thick solid line;ag , solid line; andeg , dotted
line.

TABLE I. Total energies obtained with LDA1U method for the
different self-consistent solutions for low- and intermedia
pressure structures. The calculated equilibrium spacing of Fe a
layers~fraction of thec lattice constant! is shown in the right col-
umn. The same values were obtained for the two solutions.

Etot ~Ry! u
eg8 ag

2.7 GPa 230 994.2207 230 994.2156 0.250
19.4 GPa 230 994.1258 230 994.1212 0.273
1-5
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E. Electric field gradients and hyperfine fields

The experimentally observed quadrupolar shift reflects
quadrupole-quadrupole interaction of the nucleus and
surrounding electron cloud, which can be written in terms
the nuclear quadrupolar momentQ and the gradientVzz of
the electric field produced by electrons at the position
nucleus. We use the valueQ50.15 b for the quadrupole mo
ment of the Fe nucleus established in Refs. 17 and 18.
electric field gradient~EFG! reflects the deviation of the
electron charge distribution from cubic symmetry. In the ca
of FeI2 the dominant contribution comes from the sing
occupied minority-spind orbital, the charge density of whic
is strongly noncubic.

The calculated values of the EFG at the Fe site are sh
in Table II. In order to compare these results with expe
ment, we use the following formula to express EFG’s
terms of the Doppler shift:

DD5
cQ

2Eg
Vzz. ~2!

Using Eg514.4 keV for the energy ofg rays one arrives a
the relation

DD@mm s21#50.1563Vzz @1021 V m22#. ~3!

The calculated quadrupole shift for theeg8 solution ranges
from DD50.87 mm s21 at 19.4 GPa to 0.95 mm s21 at 2.7

TABLE II. Electric field gradients at the Fe site obtained wi
the LDA1U method.

EFG (1021 V m22)
eg8 ag

2.7 GPa 6.1 217.5
19.4 GPa 5.6 216.3
11510
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GPa. The experimental values are in the range from 0.7
0.85 mm s21, exhibiting a nonmonotonic pressure depe
dence with a minimum at both the low- and high-press
ends of the interval. We remark that the value of the E
obtained with the LDA is 3 times smaller, reflecting the LD
tendency to a more uniform occupation of thed orbitals.

The EFG reflects the nonsphericity of the density, wh
for this Fe21 ion is due to the occupied minorityd orbital.
The EFG is almost 3 times larger for theag solution than for
the eg8 solution, a large difference that can be understood
follows. Theag orbital is purelyY2,0}3z221 ~with respect
to thec axis!, which is the most nonspherical ad orbital can
be. Theeg8 solution consists of a real combination ofY2,22

andY2,1:

ce
g8
~u,f!'0.67Y2,2~u,f!10.74Y2,21~u,f!. ~4!

The coefficients standing by the spherical harmonics are
tained by diagonalization of the occupation matrix and ta
ing the eigenvector with the largest eigenvalue~0.92 in this
case!. The ag orbital has 100%t2g character, while theeg8
orbital has 98.8%t2g character. Both orbitals are pictured
Fig. 5. Theeg8 density distribution is essentially oblate, whi
the ag density distribution is prolate.

Unlike in the low-pressure~orbital unquenched! phase, in
the intermediate-pressure~orbital quenched! phase the EFG
cannot be measured directly using Mo¨ssbauer spectroscop
because of the magnetization tilting.7 Upon heating above
the magnetic ordering temperature only the EFG correspo
ing to low-pressure phase was detected; i.e., there can
only one type of orbital order in the paramagnetic state. T
fact would be consistent with the scenario of the orbital or
change if the two types of orbital order exist only in th
magnetically ordered state. Such an interpretation is not
realistic since the orbital moment quenching is accompan
by a change of the magnetic order, suggesting a coup
between the orbital and magnetic order. Although we can
provide verification of the orbital order change scenario
the basis of total energy calculations, below we make a p
ial for
TABLE III. Hyperfine field at the Fe site as obtained with the LDA1U method. The contributions of the
contact, spin dipolar, and orbital term are shown separately. The results denotedag* correspond to occupied
ag orbital with tilted magnetization. The values in brackets were obtained with the modified SIC potent
the core states~only the contact term is modified!.

Hh f ~T!

eg8 ag ag*

2.7 GPa Hcont 217.8 (229.8! 217.4 (229.5! 217.4 (229.5!
Hdip 25.5 15.3 23.9
Horb 44.0 1.4 1.2
Htot 20.7 ~8.7! 20.7 (212.8! 220.1 (232.2!

19.4 GPa Hcont 212.7 (224.5! 212.1 (224.0! 212.1 (224.0!
Hdip 25.8 14.1 23.7
Horb 50.0 1.9 1.4
Htot 31.5 ~19.7! 3.9 (28.0! 214.4 (226.3!
1-6
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diction of the in-field behavior of the hyperfine field whic
can be compared to future experiment.

The hyperfine field~magnetic field at the nucleus! can be
expressed as a sum of four contributions:~1! the contact term
arising from the nonzero spin density at the nucleus,~2! the
dipolar magnetic field produced by the on-site spin dens
~3! the orbital term~the magnetic field produced by the cu
rent flowing around the nucleus and proportional to the
bital moment!, and ~4! the lattice contribution, which is a
dipolar field originating from the moments on the other l
tice sites. The largest contribution to the contact field ori
nates from polarization of the core states. The LDA and
lated schemes are known to systematically underestimate
contribution.19,20 In the present work we neglect the lattic
contribution, which is typically small in ferromagnets an
will be even smaller in an antiferromagnet.

In Table III the total hyperfine field and the different co
tributions are summarized. The third column,ag* , corre-
sponds to anag solution with magnetization tilted to 55
with respect to thec axis ~experimentally observed magnet
structure!, obtained from theag solution by rotating the spin
moment and adding the spin-orbit coupling in a single cy
only. The orientation of the in-plane component of magne
zation is not known experimentally. Since theag orbital,
whose contribution dominates the spin dipolar term, has
rotational symmetry along thec axis, the spin dipolar term is
determined uniquely by specifying the angle between m
netization and thec axis. While the spin density is the sam
for ag andag* , yielding the same contact field, the spin d
polar term even changes its sign. Qualitatively this can
understood as follows. With magnetization along thec axis
the ag orbital is prolate with respect to the magnetizati
direction, yielding a positive dipolar field, while with tilte
magnetization theag orbital is oblate with respect to th
magnetization direction, yielding a negative dipolar fie
The residual orbital contribution in theag solutions origi-
nates from theeg states, marginally occupied due to hybri
ization with I p states.

The experimentally observed behavior of the hyperfi
field shows a monotonic increase from 7 T to 13 T in t
2.7–19.4 GPa pressure range, followed by jump to 32
attributed to vanishing of the orbital moment. The LDA1U
hyperfine field does not show such a trend, which can
attributed to the well-established underestimation of the c
tact term. Note that the core functions are basically the sa
in the LDA1U approach. In order to facilitate compariso
with experiment we adopt two ways to surpass this d
ciency.

Recently, we have implemented and tested on sev
compounds the form of self-interaction correction~SIC! pro-
posed by Lundin and Eriksson21 applied to the core states
yielding systematic improvement of the contact fields22

Since this method is not well established yet, we also pre
estimates of the contact field based on the empirical cor
tion of Coehoorn20 amounting to24.2 T3ms@mB# for 3d
elements. For the Fe spin moment ranging from 3.4mB
to 3.5mB at higher and lower pressure we obtain a correct
of about214.5 T, resulting in contact fields of227 T and
232 T for higher and lower pressure, respectively. Th
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numbers agree rather well with those obtained with the s
interaction correction for the core states shown in Table
Taking the correction of the contact field into account w
obtain a fair agreement with the experimental data.

The experimental hyperfine field in the low-pressu
phase varies monotonously from 7 to 13 T. The calcula
field exhibits an increase from 8.7 to 20 T, which aris
partially from an increase of the orbital moment and partia
from a decrease of the contact term having an opposite s
Vanishing of the orbital term in theag solution results in an
almost 50 T drop of the hyperfine field to226.3 T, which
agrees with experimentally observed 30 T~note that the sign
of the field is not measured in the experiment!. Comparison
of hyperfine fields for theag solution with orientations of the
magnetization reveals a rather large variation of the spin
polar term resulting from the strongly nonspherical shape
the ag orbital. Facilitated by the experimentally observe
decrease of magnetocrystalline anisotropy it opens an in
esting possibility for experimental verification of the pr
posed scenario. Applying an external magnetic field alo
the c axis, we expect a variation of the hyperfine field wi
the angle between the local moments and thec axis from
26.3 T, for tilted magnetic structure, to 8 T, for parallel-toc
orientation.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

We have presented a comprehensive numerical stud
the single ion properties of Fe21 ion in FeI2. Using the
LDA1U method with the values ofU and J generally ac-
cepted for this type of material we obtained an insulat
ground state in agreement with experiment. As our inve
gation was focused on the on-site physical characteristics
assumed the ferromagnetic ground state to provide a rea
able description. We checked this assumption, performin
calculation for an antiferromagnetic structure, although
magnetic order along thec axis was not precisely the exper
mental one. Our main objective was to understand the
perimentally observed jump of the hyperfine field around
GPa interpreted as a vanishing of the orbital moment. O
taining LDA1U solutions with both sizable (0.72mB) and
negligible orbital moment, we infer that the vanishing of t
orbital moment originates from a pressure-induced chang
the symmetry of the occupied minority-spind orbital.

At low pressure the twofold-degenerate~if spin-orbit cou-
pling is not considered! eg8 orbitals are occupied by a singl
minority-spin electron. The electronic transition around
GPa is associated with a change toag occupation and loss o
the orbital moment. Estimating the error connected with
uncompensated self-interaction in the LDA part of t
LDA1U functional, we come to a conclusion that such
transition takes place on an energy scale beyond the res
tion of the LDA1U method. We have obtained the electr
field gradient on the Fe site, which is in good agreement w
the experimental data available for the low-pressure ph
Employing a modified SIC scheme for the core states
have obtained Fe hyperfine fields consistent with the emp
cal correction of the LDA data proposed by Coehoorn20

Thus corrected hyperfine fields correspond well to the
1-7
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perimental ones in both low- and intermediate-press
phases.

Furthermore, we provide predictions for quantities not
measured. We have calculated the electric field gradien
the intermediate phase to be almost 3 times larger than in
low-pressure phase. We furthermore predict a rather str
dependence of the hyperfine field on the angle between
local moments and the hexagonalc axis.
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